
UTEP Associate Director Malynda Cappelle
(left) with UTEP graduate student Marcela
Herrera at pilot project laboratory.
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EPWater drives innovation through partnerships

Since the 1970s, El Paso Water has been
collaborating with the University of Texas at El
Paso on a series of successful investigations
that have resulted in positive impacts to our
operations and positioned the utility nationally
as an innovative leader in water sustainability.  

Former utility President and CEO Ed Archuleta
fostered a culture where partnerships became
a bridge to water solutions that also saved on
costs.  

Student research program

EPWater is introducing the Ed Archuleta Student Research Program with UTEP’s engineering
department to continue that research legacy and benefit the next generation of water leaders. 

The utility has committed $50,000 over 5 years – with options to extend the program – to fund
engineering research that can directly benefit the utility, our community and even the broader
water sector. 

UTEP Civil Engineering Associate Professor Dr. Shane Walker is serving as the faculty sponsor
of the student research program and put the program in place over the last year. 

Through a competitive process, Marcela Herrera, a graduate student in UTEP’s Environmental
Engineering program, was selected as the inaugural student in the program. 

Her research has focused on water treatment technologies that can squeeze as much water as
possible (zero-liquid discharge) out of the advanced water purification process, which transforms
treated wastewater into high quality drinking water. 

Her work follows a line of other research from a previous UTEP partnership, in which water
treatment applications successfully maximized fresh water recovery from saltwater concentrate.
The findings from that work have since been applied, increasing water production by as much as
75% from wells in the Lower Valley of El Paso, where groundwater is particularly salty.  

Research objective

Both the saltwater research and Herrera’s research share the objective to recover as much
fresh drinking water as possible to serve our community. Both technologies reduce costs
associated with the disposal of concentrate, which in turn, reduce operational costs to the utility,
saving ratepayer dollars. 

Even more important, cost-effective recovery of drinking water from concentrate is essential for
a drought -proof water supply in El Paso. Arid cities will watch with interest as El Paso becomes
a model for other cities to be more resilient. 

We will watch with enthusiasm as Herrera puts her research to the test at a pilot facility in the
coming months. And we are delighted to honor Ed Archuleta with this new research partnership,
which holds promise for further innovations that will continue to place EPWater at the forefront of
water sustainability solutions.  

On the Water Front is a publication of El Paso Water. 
Contact Christina Montoya at 915.594.5596 or cmontoya@epwater.org with any comments or questions.
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